The June 2018 edition of the Facility and Merchandise Authorization (FAMA) Application form has been amended and revised to reflect changes to the information requested from Licensees and Vendors. This edition replaces any previous version(s) of the FAMA Application. Please contact your ILS Representative for additional information and questions.

FAMA APPLICATION
FAMA JOB AID – CHINESE SIMPLIFIED
FAMA JOB AID – CHINESE TRADITIONAL
FAMA JOB AID – ENGLISH
FAMA JOB AID – FRENCH
FAMA JOB AID – GERMAN
FAMA JOB AID - ITALIAN
FAMA JOB AID - JAPANESE
FAMA JOB AID – KOREAN
FAMA JOB AID - POLISH
FAMA JOB AID - PORTUGUESE
FAMA JOB AID - RUSSIAN
FAMA JOB AID – SPANISH
FAMA JOB AID - THAI
FAMA JOB AID - TURKISH